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eeadframes are the far out visible landmarks of current and former mines. qhey dominate the
landscape and give witness to the industrial development of a region.
qhe head frames are special constructions for which a new useI apart from preservation as a symbolic
landmarkI is hard to find. qhe strong point of the head frames is on the one hand its historical
significance and attraction and on the other hand their size and visibility. cor this reasonI they are ideal
as viewing platforms. But head frames in their original condition are not suitable to take groups of
visitors. Access is generally provided only for trained staff to perform maintenance.
Among the headgears of the ouhr areaI the construction above the former shaft mrosper ff is unique.
jore than NMM years of winding technique is summarized from the jalakoff stone construction to the
steal headgear. qhe tower and adjacent washrooms are today protected and separated from the plant.
bven if the construction is historically important it is still standing inside of an active plant. qhis fact
lead on to the decisionI that an overhaul of the framework should be used to modify the construction
into a viewing platformI so that people can safely stand inside of an active mining plant.
qhis paper outlines the way a head gear can be modulated for the needs of a viewing platform. ft takes
into account the demands of the historic preservation and the security the construction needs to be
accessible for groups of visitors.
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NKNK mrehistory
By the middle of the NVth CenturyI today´s city of Bottrop was just a farming village with PIRMM
inhabitants. auring the time of industrializationI coal was needed and below Bottrop there was
plenty of it. qhe auke of Arenberg mrosper iouis as the owner of mineral rights joins together with
wellJknown industrialist and founded the ArenbergDsche Actiengesellschaft. fn August NUSRI the
sinking of Bottrops first shaft mrosper f has been finished xNz. But the mine cannot satisfy the urgent
demand of coal. fn NUTN a second plantI called mrosper ffI has been built in Bottrop BatenbrockI
which has remained in operation. qhe shaft is equipped with a stone towerI a so called
jalakofftower. After 4M years of mining Bottrop has ORIMMM inhabitants and the staff of the mining
company increased to RITMM persons. fn NUUM the tower receives a steel structure for the operating
reserve in order to increase efficiency. At the midJNVPMsI the tower structure cannot carry the
economically needed loads anymore. A new freestanding steel construction has been build up to
decouple the extraction loads from the wall construction. crom now on the jalakoff tower is used
only as a protective building to keep wind and rain away. fn the late NVRMsI the structure is enlarged
by a second cable sheave platform. fn NVUSI a P.S km longI inclined by ONBI belt conveyor went
into operation. ft transports raw coal to the complex of mrosper ff. After NNN years of mining the
shaft of mrosper ff no longer needed and in NVUT it was durably filled xOz. lne year laterI the pit of
mrosper ff was picked up into the monument list as the only stillJpreserved jalakofftower with
a supplemented framework of the ouhr district.
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cigK N aevelopment of shaft building mrosper ff NUTRI NUVSI NVP4 and NVRU xcompare Rz

NKOK cormer rehabilitation work and re-use
tith the implementing of the conveyor belt demolition and renovation of the ground facilities was
associated. lnly the bathhouse and the support structures of the shaft remained. qhe elimination of the
adjacent buildings affected the adverse consequence that the interior was exposed and weatherI flora
and fauna ruins the inner constructions. qo ensure the preservation of this important building a new
use was required. fn this wayI an ongoing maintenance of the used buildings will be secured.
tith the financial help of fBAJlandscaped park the derman jining juseum Bochum implemented
in cooperation with the architect qhomas oitter and the support of the city of BottropI the new users
and the ownerI a new use as a venue center for migration history. qhe concept of the new use
particularly focuses onto the preservation of the remaining structures and historical work traces. qhe
overriding objective was to secure safety and stability of the building and keep the former function
visible. qhe use has been carefully placed into existing structures. oequired toilet facilities have
been placed outside the building. qhese constructions are planed reversible so it can easily be
removed if the requirements are changing. qhe new use was initially limited to the lower section of
the building xPI 4z. After the reactivation the building became more attractive and the user expanded
by building a small archive. curthermore a climbing club converted the inner upper wall sections
into a training course.
NKPK Assignment
qhe special attraction of the shaft tower in the pit of mrosper ff is among other thingsI the immediate
vicinity of active mining. tork processes can live be experienced at the cable sheave platforms.
curthermore a lot of visitors request to see the view from the top of the construction. rnfortunatelyI
the upper section of the building is not yet accessible for the public.
qhe repair of the tower at the millennium did not include the upgrading of the steel tower. eereI only
a color coating could be applied. marts of the stairs are in disrepair and need replacing. curthermore
the user intends a better resistance to rain and air exchange. qhe huge number of jointsI which were
harmless for the use as an industrial plantI limits the utility as a venue center in the case of some bad
weather events.
cor these reasonsI a change of use of first sheave platform into an observation point is aimed. qhe
existing structure is not designed for groups of visitors. ft sought a solution that meets the
requirements for safety and takes into account the issues of historic preservation.
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OKNK iocation
qhe building is surrounded by an active mining plant. Coal from the northern fields is transported via
conveyor belts and comes to light here. ft is washed and mixed before being loaded and transported to
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the coke plant. ln the nearby pithead stocksI a company has settled which offers numerous sporting
and leisure opportunities. At the top of the tip stands the far away visible landmark tetrahedron.
OKOK ptairs
At least since the abandonment of the shaft in NVUT there was no repair work taken at the headframe
anymore. tith the paint in OMMPI loose metal parts have been taken away. qhe fullyJwalled struts
framework was designed for large loads and is also funding for a capacity reduction due partly
damaged sections are sufficiently stable. qhis does not apply to the over TRJyearJold staircase from the
roof of the jalakoff tower to the Nst sheave platform. qhree quarters of a centuryI wind and rain have
left their mark. qhe stairs cannot be prepared safe and must be replaced. fn the regard of preservation
this stairs have no special characteristics.

cigK O qhe shaft tower is standing inside an active mining plantI stairs are destroyed beyond repair

OKPK fnterior
cor the new use the building required a ventilation and smoke extraction system which was installed
on the original level close to the roof. qhis reduced the free accessible areas in this section. fndoorsI
the user installed an archive on the intermediate level. iater on climbing walls has been erected at the
upper walls. Because of the possible flue gas development in the case of a fire a separate escape route
for visitors must be installed from the observation deck.

cigK P Access to the roof is limited by
the ventilation system

cigK Q Cable sheave platform in original state
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OKQK Cable sheave plattform
qhe pulley level is designed for high loads and in a relatively good condition. qhe weldability of the
used steel has not been examined. lnly bolted connections have been chosen.
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qhe requirements for an accessible to the public headframe differ significantly from the requirements
of an unused industrial building.
PKNK pafety
cor publicly accessible buildings are high demands on safety. qhis applies both safety against fall
from heights and fire safety. A second escape route must be provided for the visitors. ffI in the case of
a fireI one route is blocked the second escape route can be used. oescue scenarios with abseiling from
the headframe at SMm height recommended by fire safety expertsI were rejected by the building
ownersI planers and firemen.
PKOK Monument care
qhe special significance of this industrial monument is explained by the composition of the remaining
jalakoff tower with the addition of a pitheadI because it is the only one where this combination is
preserved. cor the cultural significance the masonry tower and the steel construction scaffolding are
equally important. cor the reason of monument care the outer optical impression of this combination
should not be changed more than necessary.
qhe monument care is anxious to communicate the history and characteristics of the monuments to the
public. rnderstanding and support for the preservation efforts can be enhanced by the experience of an
open and active building. qhe aim of monument care must therefore be the ongoing use of the tower
and expansion to the still uncultivated parts of the plant.
PKPK Maintenance
qo assure maintenance and careI the accessibility of all areas must be guaranteed. cor this use by
individual persons a stairwayI like it already existsI with a width of only SM cm is sufficient.
rnfortunately this stairway is irreparably damaged and must be replaced.
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QKNK mathway
qhe selection of the path to the observation platform opens up new areas of the monument to the
public. qhe historical fire escape routes are returned to their original function. qhis route is a spiral
staircase made of sandstone and redJbrick. crom the stairs of the lower pit head the visitor passes
through this polygonal southJwestern corner tower to the roof from where he will get onto the outer
pithead staircase. qhe shaft qower of mrosper ff will be the first jalakofftower with an accessible
historical turret.

cigK R oeactivated fire escape stairway

cigK S droundplan roof
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tith the current width of the stairway of SM cm the original stairs cannot be retained if they should be
used by visiting groups. qhe building regulations prescribe a minimum width of one meter in order to
allow twoJway traffic. qhis wouldI howeverI led to a sharp change in the appearance. As a compromise
between conservation interests and building regulation both could agree on a stairway width of UM cm.
qhe less secure due to the reduced width is compensated by the fact that only small guided groups
commit the pulley stage. qhis is also indicated with regard for the use of a rescue platform.
Apart from the structural condition of the staircase and the structure is designed for individual
technicians. aepending to the new use an exchange is required by a stronger construction anyway.
Although the staircase was designed too steep for a public offense the historic staircase curveI is
obtained in order to preserve the overall appearance.
qhe new stairs use the original brackets. qhe consoles are reengineered but keep their original position
and shape despite the length of the cantilever.

cigK T math to opservation plattform

cigK U ptructure and bending moment of stairsystem

QKOK oailing
qo satisfy the demands of monument care the railings should be made as transparent as possible. qhis
makes them appear less apparent. cor the fall protection zincJcoated metal fencing were chosen. qhe
mesh size and an excess length of the bars at the upper edge block the climbing over.
QKPK bscape route
fn addition to the common path a supplementary rescue route will be established for groups of visitors.
qhe path goes along from the headframe via the fireJsafe areas of the polygonal corner tower down to
a rescue platform which can be reached by the fire and rescue service . qo host groups of visitors
safely until to the arrival of the fire brigadeI an additional fireJsafe room is created on the platform at
OO m height.
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qhe conversion of shaft towers poses a particular challenge. Adaptations of historical substance is
essential to enable safe use. fn every single case it has to be examined how far modifications can be
accepted. eow much historic preservation is necessary and how much variations of the safety
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restrictions can be taken by the responsible persons. fn some cases a supposed lack of safety at one
point can be compensated by appropriate counterJmeasures at another point.
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xNz sorstand aeutsche pteinkohle Ad EedF EOMMSF NR0 gahre Bergbau in BottropI jühlheim.
xOz euske g. EOMMSF aie pteinkohlenzechen im ouhrrevierI BochumI TVTJUMM.
xPz kiederhagemannI ptefan EOMMPF the reactivation of a historic shaft building. fn Brebbia C.A.EedF
eeritage Architecture sfffI tessex fnstitute of qechnologyI TTNJTTTI Ashurst pouthhampton.
x4z kiederhagemannI ptefan EOMM4F aie oeaktivierung des jalakoffturmes mrosper O in Bottrop.
aer AnschnittI RJSI Bochum.
xRz eistorische desellschaft Bottrop ENVVSF bin Turm mit sergangenheit und wukunftI Bottrop.
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